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The Threshold of Democracy 2021 decree making is a defining aspect of
ancient greek political activity it was the means by which city state
communities went about deciding to get things done this two volume
work provides a new view of the decree as an institution within the
framework of fourth century athenian democratic political activity
volume 1 consists of a comprehensive account of the literary evidence
for decrees of the fourth century athenian assembly volume 2 analyses
how decrees and decree making by offering both an authoritative source
for the narrative of the history of the athenian demos and a
legitimate route for political self promotion came to play an
important role in shaping athenian democratic politics peter liddel
assesses ideas about and the reality of the dissemination of knowledge
of decrees among both athenians and non athenians and explains how
they became significant to the wider image and legacy of the athenians
The Threshold of Democracy 2004 decree making is a defining aspect of
ancient greek political activity it was the means by which city state
communities went about deciding to get things done this two volume
work provides a new view of the decree as an institution within the
framework of fourth century athenian democratic political activity
volume 1 consists of a comprehensive account of the literary evidence



for decrees of the fourth century athenian assembly volume 2 analyses
how decrees and decree making by offering both an authoritative source
for the narrative of the history of the athenian demos and a
legitimate route for political self promotion came to play an
important role in shaping athenian democratic politics peter liddel
assesses ideas about and the reality of the dissemination of knowledge
of decrees among both athenians and non athenians and explains how
they became significant to the wider image and legacy of the athenians
Decrees of Fourth-Century Athens (403/2-322/1 BC): Volume 1, The
Literary Evidence 2020-03-05 historians are used to studying the
origins of war the rebuilding in the aftermath of war is a subject
that at least in the case of athens has received far less attention
along with the problems of reconstructing the economy and replenishing
the population the problem of renegotiating political consensus was
equally acute athens after the peloponnesian war first published in
1986 undertakes a radically new investigation into the nature of
athenian political groups the general model of faction provided by
political anthropology provides an indispensable paradigm for the
athenian case more widely professor strauss argues for the importance
of the economic social and ideological changes resulting from the



peloponnesian war in the development of political nexus athens after
the peloponnesian war offers a detailed demographic analysis astute
insight into political discourse and is altogether one of the most
thorough treatments of this important period in the athenian democracy
Decrees of Fourth-Century Athens (403/2-322/1 BC): Volume 2, Political
and Cultural Perspectives 2020-03-05 grote s history of greece is one
of the classic works of historical interpretation and scholarship
george grote banker mp and a founder of london university was the
first historian to give a high value to the greek creation of
democracy and this aspect of his work is closely relevant to current
debates about democracy in our times this abridgement of the original
twelve volume work which was made in the early years of the century
and published by george routledge and sons is now available again and
makes accessible the essential grote in a new and original
introduction based on the latest research into grote and into greek
history paul cartledge places grote s history in its intellectual
context discusses its salient features and traces its subsequent
reception over the past century and a half
Athens after the Peloponnesian War (Routledge Revivals) 2014-06-17
decree making is a defining aspect of ancient greek political activity



it was the means by which city state communities went about deciding
to get things done this two volume work provides a new view of the
decree as an institution within the framework of fourth century
athenian democratic political activity volume 1 consists of a
comprehensive account of the literary evidence for decrees of the
fourth century athenian assembly volume 2 analyses how decrees and
decree making by offering both an authoritative source for the
narrative of the history of the athenian demos and a legitimate route
for political self promotion came to play an important role in shaping
athenian democratic politics peter liddel assesses ideas about and the
reality of the dissemination of knowledge of decrees among both
athenians and non athenians and explains how they became significant
to the wider image and legacy of the athenians
A History of Greece 2013-05-13 decree making is a defining aspect of
ancient greek political activity it was the means by which city state
communities went about deciding to get things done this two volume
work provides a new view of the decree as an institution within the
framework of fourth century athenian democratic political activity
volume 1 consists of a comprehensive account of the literary evidence
for decrees of the fourth century athenian assembly volume 2 analyses



how decrees and decree making by offering both an authoritative source
for the narrative of the history of the athenian demos and a
legitimate route for political self promotion came to play an
important role in shaping athenian democratic politics peter liddel
assesses ideas about and the reality of the dissemination of knowledge
of decrees among both athenians and non athenians and explains how
they became significant to the wider image and legacy of the athenians
Decrees of Fourth-Century Athens (403/2-322/1 BC): Volume 1, The
Literary Evidence 2019-08-31 decree making is a defining aspect of
ancient greek political activity it was the means by which city state
communities went about deciding to get things done this two volume
work provides a new view of the decree as an institution within the
framework of fourth century athenian democratic political activity
volume 1 consists of a comprehensive account of the literary evidence
for decrees of the fourth century athenian assembly volume 2 analyses
how decrees and decree making by offering both an authoritative source
for the narrative of the history of the athenian demos and a
legitimate route for political self promotion came to play an
important role in shaping athenian democratic politics peter liddel
assesses ideas about and the reality of the dissemination of knowledge



of decrees among both athenians and non athenians and explains how
they became significant to the wider image and legacy of the athenians
Decrees of Fourth-Century Athens (403/2-322/1 BC): Volume 1, The
Literary Evidence 2020-03-05 the analysis of a greek political
phenomenon within the confines of the so called colonial city states
of sicily and southern italy is the theme of the present book on the
basis of detailed case studies covering the revolutions in cities like
croton cumae acragas and syracuse the following subjects are dealt
with social stratification and political institutions the massive
presence of foreigners and non greeks within the borders of the polis
the role of mercenaries in the local armies and in city life an apart
chapter is dedicated to the technique of the coup d tat showing how it
was determined by the peculiarities of the greek city state
Political Forgiveness in Old Athens 1946 this volume focuses on the
representation of the recent past in classical athenian oratory and
investigates the ability of the orators to interpret it according to
their interests the inability of the athenians to make an objective
assessment of it and the unwillingness of the citizens to hear the
truth make self criticism and take responsibility for bad results
twenty eight scholars have written chapters to this end dealing with a



wide range of themes in terms both of contents and of chronology from
the fifth to the fourth century b c each contributor has written a
chapter that analyzes one or more historical events mentioned or
alluded in the corpus of the attic orators and covers the three
species of attic oratory chapters that treat other issues collectively
are also included the common feature of each contribution is an
outline of the recent events that took place and influenced the
citizens and or the city of athens and its juxtaposition with their
rhetorical treatment by the orators either by comparing the rhetorical
texts with the historical sources and or by examining the rhetorical
means through which the speakers model the recent past this book aims
at advanced students and professional scholars this volume focuses on
the representation of the recent past in classical athenian oratory
and investigates the ability of the orators to interpret it according
to their interests the inability of the athenians to make an objective
assessment of persons and events of the recent past and their
unwillingness to hear the truth make self criticism and take
responsibility for bad results
Decrees of Fourth-Century Athens (403/2-322/1 BC): Volume 2, Political
and Cultural Perspectives 2019-08-31 the story of the athenian golden



age by one of the world s pre eminent classical historians the golden
age of ancient greek city state civilization lasted from 490 to 336 bc
the period between the first wars against persia and carthage and the
accession of alexander the great never has there been such a
multiplication of talents and genius within so limited a period and
michael grant captures this astonishing civilization at the height of
its powers
Athens After the Peloponnesian War 1987 this helpful reference offers
a timeline of ancient greece s political and military history this
chronological history begins with the necessarily approximate course
of events in bronze and early iron age as estimated by the most
reliable scholarship and the legendary accounts of this period from
the persian wars onwards a year by year chronology is constructed from
the ancient historical sources and where possible a day by day
narrative is given the geographical scope expands as the horizons of
the greek world and colonization increased with reference to
developments in politico military events in the middle eastern and
later italian states that came into contact with greek culture from
the expansion of the greek world across the region under alexander the
development of all the relevant greek macedonian states is covered the



text is divided into events per geographical area for each date cross
referencing where needed detailed accounts are provided for battles
and political crises where the sources allow this and where not much
is known for certain the different opinions of historians are
referenced the result is a coherent accessible and accurate reference
to what happened and when
A History of Greece 1900 list of members in each volume except v 5
Revolution and Society in Greek Sicily and Southern Italy 1992 leo
strauss and anglo american democracy critically interprets strauss s
political philosophy from a conservative perspective most mainstream
readers of strauss have either condemned him from the left as an
extreme right wing opponent of liberal democracy or celebrated him
from the right as a traditional defender of western civilization
rejecting both portrayals grant havers shifts the debate beyond the
conventional parameters stating that strauss was neither a man of the
far right nor a conservative but in fact a secular cold war liberal in
leo strauss and anglo american democracy havers contends that the most
troubling implication of straussianism is that it provides an
ideological rationale for the aggressive spread of democratic values
on a global basis while ignoring the preconditions that make these



values possible concepts such as the rule of law constitutional
government christian morality and the separation of church and state
are not easily transplanted beyond the historic confines of anglo
american civilization as recent wars to spread democracy have
demonstrated
From 403 to 323 B.C 1968 in seiner schrift vom staat der athener hat
aristoteles uns den vertrag uberliefert durch den nach dem
unglucklichen ausgang des peloponnesischen krieges und den ihn
begleitenden inneren unruhen in athen die beiden parteiungen der
burgerkriegswirren demokraten und oligarchen im jahre 403 zu einem
friedlichen ausgleich zu kommen suchten der autor hat diesen wichtigen
vertrag unter heranziehung auch anderer quellen insbesondere der
attischen redner erstmals ausfuhrlich kommentiert nicht nur die
politische geschichte vor allem auch die athenische rechtsgeschichte
ist durch diesen kommentar aussergewohnlich bereictert worden
A History of Greece 2001
The Orators and Their Treatment of the Recent Past 2022-12-05
An Index of Dates 1877
From the LVth to the CXXIVth Olympiad 1841
Fasti Hellenici by Henry Fynes Clinton 1834
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